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Overview

• What is public policy?

• Case Studies 
• Spy Satellites and Overflight
• Space Sanctuary and Defense
• Soviet Reactions to Star Wars
• “Luch” and French Defence Space Strategy
• Satellite Navigation Wars

• Discussion



What is public policy?

• “The principled guide to action taken by the administrative executive branches of the 
state with regard to a class of issues in a manner consistent with law and institutional 
customs” (Wikipedia)

• “The public and its problems” (Dewey 1927)

• “How issues and problems come to be defined, and how they are placed in the political 
and policy agenda” (Parsons, 1995)

• “How, why, and to what effect governments pursue particular courses of action or 
inaction” (Heidenheimer et al, 1990)



Spy Satellites and 
Overflight



Eisenhower and the Intelligence 
Challenge
• After World War II, it became clear to the U.S. 

that the next major competition was with the 
Soviet Union 

• Eisenhower was very concerned about 
tracking Soviet development of strategic 
bombers, missiles, and nuclear weapons

• Traditional methods (surveillance by aircraft) 
was becoming increasingly difficult

Francis Gary Powers, on trial in the Soviet Union on Aug 17, 1960. 
Photo: AP



NSC/6108 – January 18, 1961



Corona Satellite and Recovery

Source: The National Reconnaissance Office



Corona Achievements
• Imaged all Soviet medium-range, intermediate-range and ICBM 

complexes

• Imaged each Soviet submarine class from deployment to 
operational bases

• Provided inventories of Soviet bombers and fighters

• Revealed the presence of Soviet missiles in Egypt protecting the 
Suez Canal

• Identified Soviet nuclear assistance to the People's Republic of 
China

• Monitored the SALT I treaty

• Uncovered the Soviet ABM program and sites (GALOSH, HEN 
HOUSE, etc.)

• Identified Soviet atomic weapon storage installations

• Identified People's Republic of China missile launching sites

• Determined precise locations of Soviet air defense missile batteries

• Observed construction and deployment of the Soviet ocean surface 
fleet

• Identified Soviet command and control installations and networks

• Provided mapping for Strategic Air Command targeting and bomber 
routes

• Identified the Plesetsk Missile Test Range, north of MoscowYurya ICBM Complex Showing Construction of an SS-7 Launch Site 
(Mission 9038, June 28, 1962)



Broader Policy Impact 

• Provided much greater US understanding of Soviet capabilities, debunked 
the “missile gap”

• Laid the foundation for verification capabilities that enabled nuclear arms 
control treaties

• US led push to establish separate space law regime that allowed freedom 
of overflight by satellites for “peaceful purposes” (Outer Space Treaty) 

• Created reliance on space that led to desire for a “space sanctuary” 



Space Sanctuary and 
Defense



Threats to Satellites

• Counterspace capabilities developed alongside space capabilities
• Anti-satellite weapons
• Laser dazzling/blinding
• Radio-frequency jamming/interference

• Counterspace is the response to the threat posed by satellites (or their 
military value in a conflict



Ford Administration Debate

• In 1975, Ford Administration began 
a debate on survivability of U.S. 
satellites and potential for new 
U.S. ASAT capabilities

• Concluded that U.S. satellites were 
vulnerable and steps should be 
taken to increase their resilience

• Also concluded U.S. should pursue
limited ASAT capabilities of its own



Ford Policy Decisions

NSDM-333, July 7, 1976

Smith memo NSC space panel 
Nov 1976



Carter Policy Decisions

PD/NSC 37 – Carter National Space Policy, 11 May 
1978 ASM-135 ASAT missile. Source: Wikipedia



Obama/Trump Policy Decisions

2011 National Security Space Strategy

Trump National Space Strategy, March 23, 2018



Broader Policy Impact

• Increased use of satellites for military/intelligence capabilities leads to 
increased reliance & incentives for adversaries to develop counterspace

• Current proliferation of global counterspace capabilities
• ASAT weapons have little deterrent value, but potentially big military value 

in a conflict
• Imbalances in reliance on space make it difficult to get agreement on limits 

on ASAT testing & deployment



Soviet Reactions to Star 
Wars



Soviet Concerns about U.S. Missile Defense

• Through 1970s and 1980s, the Soviets had become increasingly concerned about 
U.S. discussions for space-based interceptors (SBI) for missile defense

• Would eliminate the Soviet nuclear deterrent
• Could allow for precision space-based strikes on Soviet leaders

• Prompted two major Soviet R&D studies to look at potential options
• Polyus-Skif (large laser cannon)
• Kaskade (batteries of missiles)
• Either could be mounted on a crewed space station based on the Salyut



Reagan Ups the Ante

• On March 23, 1983, President Reagan made his famous speech announcing 
the Strategic Defense initiative (SDI)

• In response, Soviet Politburo initiated a crash program for Polyus-Skif
• 37 meters in length, 4.1 meters in diameter and weighed about 80 

metric tons
• 1-megawatt laser originally designed for an aircraft dazzler

• First demonstration version launched on May 15, 1987
• Instead of rolling 180° to do final orbit insertion burn, Polyus-Skif rolled 

360° and burned into the atmosphere



Polyus-Skif

Polyus spacecraft layout. Source: 
Mark Wade via Astronautix

Polyus on the pad mated to Energia
booster. Source: Astronautix



Broader Policy Impact

• Russian space security policy today is still driven primarily by fear that space 
weapons will undermine its nuclear deterrent

• Promotion of a treaty that would ban placement of weapons in outer space 
(PPWT)

• Renewed development of direct ascent ASAT weapons
• Huge investment into new nuclear weapon delivery platforms and hypersonic 

weapons
• Significant concern about X-37B

• Divisions between Russia/China and the US on space security is a core roadblock 
to diplomatic progress



“Luch” and French 
Defence Space Strategy



Luch: Up Close and Personal

• A mysterious Russian satellite known as “Luch Olym-K” has been moving 
around the GEO belt and getting close to other satellites since 2014

• It has parked “near” more than two dozen commercial and govt satellites 
owned by other countries

• Sparked concerns about intelligence collection or being a potential co-
orbital ASAT threat





French Defense Space Strategy

• On July 13, 2019, French 
President Emmanuel Macron 
announced the creation of a 
separate Space Command

• On July 26, 2019, French 
Foreign Minister Florence 
Parly unveiled a new French 
Space Defence Strategy 
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“Space is now a domain contesteé”

- Emmanuel Macron, July 13, 2019



French Space Weapons?

Source: Le Point



Actual French Space Strategy

Source: Space Defense Strategy, Report of the 
Working Group, 2019



Broader Policy Impact

• Lack of clarity, coupled with bad word choices/lack of technical 
understanding by politicians, gives wrong public impression

• They aren’t actually putting machine guns on satellites

• In-line with larger trend towards militarization and potentially 
weaponization of space

• No clear understanding of what “use of force”, “armed attack”, or 
“self-defense” means in a space context



Satellite Navigation Wars



Short history of PNT policy

• 1973: Deal brokered between Air Force, Navy, and Army to develop a 
joint satellite navigation system (GPS)

• 1996: Clinton administration policy debate on selective availability
• 2001: GPS declared fully operational
• 2003: European Union officially launches Galileo program
• 2006: Bush administration policy debate on Galileo
• 2008: China leaves the Galileo program, shortly thereafter announces 

BeiDou program
• 2011: BeiDou-2 declared operational



Clinton Administration GPS policy

• Core issue: What to do about the random ~100-meter error on the 
public signal?

• FAA: We want to use GPS to land airplanes so it needs to get turned off
DOD: Turning it off will allow bad guys to use it against us

• Decision: Turn it off within 10 years (by 2006) and give DOD money to 
develop alternative methods of controlling access

• Make GPS the “Gold Standard” that everyone in the world uses (and thus no 
alternative competition) 

• Reality: DOD pushed to turn it off after 4 years (2004) to undermine 
European business case for Galileo



Bush Administration GPS policy

• Core issue: Does the US cooperate with EU Galileo or compete?
• EU Galileo program parked their secure signal (PRS) on top of GPS military 

signal (M-Code) 
• Could make it more difficult for the US to prevent adversaries from using PRS

• Decision: Coopetition
• Cooperate on creating a new international civil signal common to all GNSS 

(L1C)
• Compete by moving PRS and M-Code to different frequencies

• Reality: China gets kicked out of Galileo, parks its military BeiDou 
signal on top of Galileo PRS



Policy Implications

• “Gold standard” strategy failed
• GPS (USA), Galileo (EU), Glonass (Russia), Beidou (China), IRNSS (India), QZSS 

(Japan)

• World is moving towards a common civil GNSS signal (L1C)
• However, that common civil signal is easily jammed/spoofed

• US did not invest in protecting it, wanted to be able to deny it to adversaries
• GNSS jamming/spoofing is proliferating
• GNSS is integrated into many critical infrastructures and services

• US military still struggling to implement M-Code



Discussion
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